DriverSIM by Tideworks

DriverSIM by Tideworks provides software to supplement operator training in a simulated environment. Customize to match your operations. Green, safe, repeatable training for your terminal.

1. **Green** - Reduce in-vehicle training and emissions by supplementing your training with simulations.

2. **Safety** - Improve driver skills and confidence with repeatable training on high-incident yard maneuvers at no risk to drivers or equipment.

3. **Multi-user** - A multi-user environment provides drivers with the ability to interact in a safe, simulated yard space.

4. **Your Operations** - Customize to match your terminal so drivers can train in an environment that reflects your yard layout and operations.

5. **Virtual** - Optional virtual reality provides the most modern method of training for operators on your terminal.


7. **Out-of-the-box configurations** - "Basic" and "Pro" versions provide flexibility while meeting your training needs.

8. **Monitor** - Observe multiple drivers from a single location.